Issues to which submission applies:

1. “Underlying root causes of recurrent tensions, instability and protraction of conflict in and between the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem [sic], and Israel; as well as systematic discrimination and repression based on national, ethnic, racial or religious identity;”
2. “Facts and circumstances regarding alleged violations of international humanitarian law and alleged violations and abuses of international human rights law leading up to and since 13 April 2021;”
3. “Identification of those responsible;”
4. "Recommendations on accountability measures, with a view to avoiding and ending impunity and ensuring legal accountability, including individual criminal and command responsibility;”

Submission: (This submission itself does not constitute an endorsement of the “Commission of Inquiry” or its mandate.)

Part A. Name of victim and description of the incident:

The Central Database of Shoah Victims' Names

Masha Flint

Masha Flint nee לרעפר was born to Yekhiel and Rivka nee Aspis. She was married. Prior to WWII she lived in Warszawa, Poland. During the war she was in Warszawa, Poland.

Masha was murdered in the Shoah (according to this source).

This information is based on a Page of Testimony (displayed here) submitted by her family.

Amin al-Husseini
Palestinian national leader, Nazi collaborator and the voice of the Palestinian people
Amin al-Husseini (also Amin al-Hussayni, Hajj Amin al-Husseini) became the Grand Mufti of Jerusalem on May 8, 1921 (under the political authority of the British Mandate in Palestine). On January 9, 1922, he became the first president of the Supreme Muslim Council and Administrator of the waqf (funds for repair and improvement of religious sites and institutions). He carried overarching religious authority throughout Palestine. In 1936 al-Husseini became the first president of the Arab Higher Committee. In 1948 al-Husseini became the first president of the All Palestine Government.

Al-Husseini was described by Palestinian Edward Said and others as “Palestine's national leader,” and the Arab Higher Committee, which he chaired, “represented the Palestinian Arab national consensus, had the backing of the Palestinian political parties that functioned in Palestine, and was recognized in some form by Arab governments as the voice of the Palestinian people.” ¹ The Nazis referred to him as “the religious leader of the Arabs in Palestine and simultaneously their highest judge and financial manager.” ²

Palestine’s national leader and the voice of the Palestinian people was also a vicious antisemite and Nazi collaborator.

The Facts:

- In 1920 al-Husseini instigated Arab riots in the Jewish quarter of Jerusalem that left hundreds of Jews injured or dead. A British military tribunal convicted him of incitement, in absentia, since he had fled to Syria. ³
- In 1929, with al-Husseini casting himself as the “spiritual leader defending the holy sites of Islam against Jewish incursion,” ⁴ another wave of Arab violence took place in Hebron, Safed, Jerusalem, and elsewhere. It resulted in the slaughtering of rabbis, students and other Jews, as well as the razing of synagogues and burning of Torah scrolls. Jewish families had lived in Hebron and these other ancient Jewish cities for millennia.
- “[I]n the 1930’s Husseini’s efforts to make the Arab-Israeli clash also a Muslim-Jewish clash included a focus on supposed Zionist designs on the Al-Aqsa Mosque in Jerusalem.” ⁵ Using his leadership positions, al-Husseini “exacerbated religious tension, infused the secular issues of Jewish immigration and land purchases with religious fervor, internationalized the political dispute by equating the Jewish presence in Palestine with an existential threat to the Muslim faith.” ⁶ The strategy would become a Palestinian and other Arab template for attempting to achieve the ethnic cleansing of Jews from the Middle East throughout the 20th and 21st centuries.
- As Grand Mufti of Jerusalem, al-Husseini sought assistance from Nazi Germany from the moment Hitler rose to power in 1933. ⁷ As early as 1936, Arab fighters were directly receiving funds and weapons from Nazi ally, Fascist Italy. ⁸
- Over the course of 1936 and 1937, al-Husseini’s Arab Higher Committee “demanded that the British halt Jewish immigration to Palestine, ban the transfer of Arab lands to Jews, and establish an Arab national government.” ⁹ His Committee also declared “that the ‘Arab nation’ would ‘not agree…to the establishment of a National Home for the Jews in this Moslem Arab Holy Land.’” ¹⁰ More waves of Arab violence ensued, leaving hundreds dead and injured. ¹¹
- In 1940 al-Husseini moved from Lebanon to Iraq. With major cash infusions directly from the Nazis starting in 1941, al-Husseini issued a call over Baghdad radio for a Muslim Holy War. ¹² Within weeks there was a massacre of the Jews of Baghdad, murder, widespread rape and pillaging, and the destruction of Jewish homes and businesses (known as the Farhud).
- In the fall of 1941, al-Husseini moved to Germany. He spent the rest of the Second World War, living lavishly as Hitler’s guest, the Nazi regime paying him enormous sums. ¹³ For his part, Al-Husseini served as a recruiter of tens of thousands of Arabs and Muslims for the SS and as a major propagandist for the Nazis.
- Just weeks after his arrival in Berlin, Al-Husseini met with Hitler himself on November 28, 1941.
There is an official German record of the meeting between al-Husseini and Hitler. It records their discussion of resolving the “Jewish problem.” And it records a genocidal pact made between the leader of the Palestinians and the leader of the Germans to bring Nazism – extermination, ethnic cleansing, genocide – to the Jews in Palestine. A Nazi propaganda video also recorded his entrance and the commencement of the visit – replete with al-Husseini’s ‘Heil Hitler’ salute. 14

“GRAND MUFTI:
The Grand Mufti began by thanking the Fuhrer for the great honor he had bestowed by receiving him. He wished to seize the opportunity to convey to the Fuhrer of the Greater German Reich, admired by the entire Arab world...The Arabs were Germany’s natural friends because they had the same enemies as had Germany, namely the English, the Jews and the Communists. Therefore they were prepared to cooperate with Germany with all their hearts and stood ready to participate in the war...by the commission of acts of sabotage and the instigation of revolutions...”

Al-Husseini asked for a public declaration of Germany’s support for “the elimination of the Jewish national home” because “a public declaration...would also ease the Mufti’s work of secretly organizing the Arabs against the moment when they could strike.”

HITLER:
The Fuhrer replied that Germany’s fundamental attitude on these questions, as the Mufti himself had already stated, was clear. Germany stood for uncompromising war against the Jews. That naturally included active opposition to the Jewish national home in Palestine...Germany was resolved, step by step, to ask one European nation after the other to solve its Jewish problem, and at the proper time to direct a similar appeal to non-European nations as well...This was the decisive struggle; on the political plane, it presented itself in the main as a conflict between Germany and England, but ideologically it was a battle between National Socialism and the Jews. It went without saying that Germany would furnish positive and practical aid to the Arabs involved in the same struggle...The Fuhrer then made the following statement to the Mufti, enjoining him to lock it in the uttermost depths of his heart: He (the Fuhrer) would carry on the battle to the total destruction of the Judeo-Communist empire in Europe...[T]he German armies would in the course of this struggle reach the southern exit from Caucasia...Germany’s objective would then be solely the destruction of the Jewish element residing in the Arab sphere...In that hour the Mufti would be the most authoritative spokesman for the Arab world. It would then be his task to set off the Arab operations, which he had secretly prepared.

“GRAND MUFTI:
... He asked, however, whether it would not be possible, secretly at least, to enter into an agreement with Germany of the kind he had just outlined for the Fuhrer.

HITLER:
The Fuhrer replied that he had just now given the Grand Mufti precisely that confidential declaration.” 15

Al-Husseini wrote in his own memoirs: “Our fundamental condition for cooperating with Germany was a free hand to eradicate every last Jew from Palestine and the Arab world. I asked Hitler for an explicit undertaking to allow us to solve the Jewish problem in a manner befitting our national and racial aspirations and according to the scientific methods innovated by Germany in the handling of its Jews.” 16

In April 1942, Joachim von Ribbentrop, Nazi Foreign Minister, sent a letter to al-Husseini which again recorded the genocidal pact between the Palestinian leader and the Nazis. It said: “Germany is consequently ready to give all her support to the oppressed Arab countries in their fight against British domination, for the fulfillment of their national aim to independence and sovereignty and for the destruction of the Jewish National Home in Palestine.” 17 Ribbentrop was found guilty of crimes against humanity at the Nuremberg Tribunals and executed.

Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Berlin, April 28, 1942

Your Eminence:

In response to your letter and to the accompanying communication of His Excellency, Prime Minister Raschid Ali El Gailani, and confirming the terms of our conversation, I have the honour to inform you:

The German Government appreciates fully the confidence of the Arab peoples in the Axis Powers in their aims and in their determination to conduct the fight against the common enemy until victory is achieved. The German Government has the greatest understanding for the national aspirations of the Arab countries as have been expressed by you both and the greatest sympathy for the sufferings of your peoples under British oppression.

I have therefore the honour to assure you, in complete agreement with the Italian Government, that the independence and freedom of the suffering Arab countries presently subjected to British oppression, is also one of the aims of the German Government.

Germany is consequently ready to give all her support to the oppressed Arab countries in their fight against British domination, for the fulfillment of their national aim to independence and sovereignty and for the destruction of the Jewish National Home in Palestine.

As previously agreed, the content of this letter should be maintained absolutely secret until we decide otherwise.

I beg your Eminence to be assured of my highest esteem and consideration.

(Signed) Ribbentrop

To His Eminence

the Grossmufti of Palestine

Amin El Husseini.

• Al-Husseini personally interacted with many of the Nazis top officials, including Heinrich Himmler (the SS Chief), Adolf Eichmann (pivotal actor in the implementation of the Holocaust), and Von Ribbentrop (Foreign Minister).
Al-Husseini was personally taken on tours of concentration camps by top Nazi officials, where he witnessed Jewish captives. “Among the prisoners were Jews from Hungary. Forced labor, terror and violence characterized their daily lives.” 18
Al-Husseini visits the Trebbin concentration camp in 1942 with Nazi senior officials and government figures directly involved in genocide and the “Final Solution,” including Arthur Seyss-Inquart second from left, and Martin Luther far right. 19

- Husseini recorded in his memoirs his knowledge of the mass extermination of the Jews almost two years before the end of the war. 20
- As he had since the early days of the Nazi regime in 1933, al-Husseini repeatedly urged the Nazi leadership to prevent Jewish emigration to Palestine. Written letters in 1943 establish his preference for sending Jewish children to death camps in Poland. 21
- In his role as propagandist for the Nazis, al-Husseini conducted grotesquely antisemitic radio broadcasts inciting listeners to genocide. 22 They included “kill the Jews” (summer of 1942), and “Arabs! Rise as one and fight for your sacred rights. Kill the Jews wherever you find them. This pleases God, history and religion. This serves your honor, God is with you.” 23 (March 1944).
- The Nazis invited al-Husseini to deliver speeches which they then broadcast in German and Arabic across North Africa and the Middle East. These included: “the holy Qur’an and the life story of the Prophet are full of evidence of Jewish lack of character and their malicious, mendacious and treacherous behavior.” 24 (December 1942) and “They [the Jews] lived like a sponge among peoples, sucked their blood, seized their property, undermined their morals...a Jewish state in Palestine...is a bloody stab in the heart of the Arab fatherland! The establishment of a Jewish commonwealth in Palestine would subject the Arab countries and all the countries of the Middle East to the danger of Jewish economic exploitation and to the Jewish world conspiracy.” 25 (November 1943)
- The SS Main Office Chief referred to al-Husseini’s recruiting contribution as having “had an extraordinarily successful impact.” 26
Amin al-Husseini greets Muslim Waffen-SS members with a Nazi salute, November 1943

- The SS Muslim division recruited by al-Husseini committed crimes against humanity. 27
- As he had promised Hitler himself, al-Husseini plotted sabotage operations in the Middle East, including “a 1944 mission for Palestinian Arabs and Germans to carry out sabotage and propaganda after German planes dropped them into Palestine by parachute.” 28
- When the war ended, Yugoslavia originally asked that al-Husseini be placed on the United Nations list of war criminals. 29 Held in France in comfortable circumstances, and with British officials objecting to his prosecution, however, he was allowed to escape 30 to Syria and lived another 30 years in Egypt and Lebanon.
- After the war, al-Husseini peddled another lie: his innocence. He claimed he was a victim of “false accusations spread by the Jews about his alleged pro-Axis activities during the war.” 31

Palestine’s national leader, the voice of the Palestinian people and Nazi propagandist Amin al-Husseini was an antisemite, a racist, a bigot. He trafficked in hate speech against Jews. He pursued the goal of mass murder. His Jewish victims spanned continents, from the Middle East to Europe, from Palestine to Iraq to Nazi Germany. Individual Jewish men, women and children were tortured, raped, mutilated, and butchered because of Amin al-Husseini. He was a propagandist for evil incarnate and richly rewarded for his services.

In UN terminology, al-Husseini fostered and perpetuated a climate of systematic discrimination and repression based on national, ethnic, racial or religious identity – Jewish identity to be specific. He incited an environment of hatred and gross intolerance. He advanced a culture of inequality. He aided and abetted the mainstreaming of antisemitism and the normalization of genocide among masses of listeners. Employing the same words Navi Pillay applied to convict and sentence perpetrators in the case of Rwanda – when the victims of genocide were not Jews: “he was fully aware of the power of words, and he used the radio – the medium of communication with the widest public reach – to disseminate hatred and violence.” 32

“No temporal restrictions” and “all underlying root causes” – in the Commission’s words – therefore point directly to Amin al-Husseini. He personifies the root cause of conflict with the Jewish people and the Jewish state, namely, ugly, unrepentant antisemitism. Al-Husseini lashed Palestinian identity to the mast of antisemitism. And for that he was venerated and parroted by his Palestinian successors and offspring.

**Al-Husseini’s Offspring: Yasser Arafat, Mahmoud Abbas, Ahmed Yassin, Abdel Aziz Rantissi, Khaled Mashaal, Ismail Haniyeh**

Al-Husseini was the man that his successor, Yasser Arafat, “came to adore and emulate.” 33 The man Arafat referred to as “our hero” and then boasted “I was one of his troops.” 34 And Al-Husseini forged the path of Arafat’s successor, Mahmoud Abbas, namely, a shared antisemitism of Holocaust denial, 35 of blaming Jews for their own plight, 36 of charging the victims of the Nazis with Nazism and of aping their abusers. 37 Thus we are burdened in the 21st century with a Palestinian Authority whose current appointed successor as Grand Mufti of Jerusalem laid a
wreath at al-Husseini’s grave. 38 And a Palestinian Authority instilling antisemitism in yet another generation at the “Amin Al-Husseini Elementary School” in El-Bireh. 39

When al-Husseini arrived in Egypt in June 1946, founder of the Muslim Brotherhood Hasan al-Banna declared “The Mufti is worth the people of a whole nation put together. The Mufti is Palestine and Palestine is the Mufti. Oh Amin!...Yes, this hero who challenged an empire and fought Zionism, with the help of Hitler and Germany. Germany and Hitler are gone, but Amin Al-Husseini will continue the struggle.” 40 Indeed, the founding Covenant of the wing of the Muslim Brotherhood known as Hamas (Islamic Resistance Movement) 41 is a transparent call to commit genocide against “the Jews.” In effect to this day, it invokes “almost precisely the same words used in al-Husai’i’s wartime speeches and German propaganda.” 42

**Never Again, Despite the UN “Commission of Inquiry”**

Jewish survivors, their descendants, the remnant of the Jewish people left after the Holocaust will not allow the United Nations and its Commission of Inquiry to remove the “never” from “never again.” Or to demonize and deny the self-determination of the Jewish people embodied in the Jewish state – the birthplace of Judaism and the continuous homeland of this indigenous population for over 3,000 years. The voices of the victims of Jew hatred advocated, promoted, and disseminated by “Palestine’s national leader” and its “hero” will not be silenced.

Hear my name.

---
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